Learning to recognize and predict temporal sequences is fundamental to sensory perception and is impaired in several neuropsychiatric disorders, but little is known about where and how this occurs in the brain. We discovered that repeated presentations of a visual sequence over a course of days resulted in evoked response potentiation in mouse V1 that was highly specific for stimulus order and timing. Notably, after V1 was trained to recognize a sequence, cortical activity regenerated the full sequence even when individual stimulus elements were omitted. Our results advance the understanding of how the brain makes 'intelligent guesses' on the basis of limited information to form visual percepts and suggest that it is possible to study the mechanistic basis of this high-level cognitive ability by studying low-level sensory systems.
a r t I C l e S The ability to recognize and generate serially ordered temporal sequences is a defining feature of the brain 1 . Although this capability contributes to almost every neural function, from recognizing speech to generating muscle movements, the underlying neurophysiology is poorly understood 2 . Much of our knowledge comes from human psychophysical, modeling and imaging studies that have implicated multiple cortical and subcortical regions in sequence learning [3] [4] [5] . The techniques used to study sequence learning in humans do not transfer easily to animal models 6 , however, and provide limited mechanistic insight.
Mouse V1 is a readily accessible region that has been used for decades to study cortical development and experience dependent plasticity 7 , with well-documented responses to stimulus orientation, size and motion, but not, notably, serial order. We found that repeated exposure to sequential visual stimuli over multiple days was sufficient to encode predictive representations in V1 of both the ordinal and temporal components of the stimulus patterns.
RESULTS
To test whether visual experience can evoke sequence representations in the visual cortex, we assigned mice to yoked experimental and control groups. On each of four training days, mice in the experimental group were shown 200 presentations of a single sequence of oriented sinusoidal gratings (termed ABCD, where each letter represents a unique orientation; Fig. 1a,b) and control animals were shown 200 random permutations of the same sequence elements (CBDA, DACB, etc.). On the fifth day, both groups were shown the trained sequence and a novel sequence constructed by reordering the same elements (DCBA). We measured visual evoked potentials (VEPs) in binocular layer 4 (see Online Methods) and found that ABCD elicited a markedly larger response after training than DCBA in the experimental group ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1 ), but not in the control animals, which, as a result of the randomized nature of their training, had no reason to expect the sequence elements to appear in any particular order.
Thus, repeated exposure to a visual sequence is sufficient to encode a neural representation of that sequence.
The same mice were also tested with the familiar sequence presented with novel timing (ABCD 300 , where the subscript indicates that each stimulus element was held on the screen for twice the 150-ms duration used during training). The initial response to the first sequence element was very similar to that seen with the trained timing, but responses to subsequent sequence elements were clearly smaller ( Fig. 1d ). Comparing the average sequence evoked response magnitudes ( Fig. 1e) confirmed what was qualitatively obvious from the VEP waveforms; in the experimental group, serial order and timing both strongly influenced evoked response magnitudes. The effects of reordering were not specific to sequence reversal; other tested sequence permutations also caused decreased response magnitudes similar to those shown in Figure 1 for DCBA. These data suggest that any manipulation of sequence content after training disrupts the response magnitude. In contrast, there was no effect of sequence order or timing in the control group, although there was a magnitude increase relative to day 1 (Fig. 1f) . Sequence-specific effects were also visible in cortical spiking activity, as demonstrated by the trained sequence driving higher multi-unit spike rates than a novel sequence ( Fig. 1g and Supplementary Fig. 2) .
To further investigate the temporal specificity with which sequences can be learned and to rule out the possibility that there is something inherently special about the 150-ms timing used in the previous experiments, we trained a cohort of mice using a protocol in which the four sequence elements were held on-screen with alternating short and long durations ( Fig. 2a) . After training, the mice were tested with the trained sequence presented with both familiar (short-longshort-long) and novel (long-short-long-short) timing. Although the difference between familiar and novel timing was subtle, the cortical response to the trained sequence presented with familiar timing was larger than the response to either a reordered or re-timed sequence (Fig. 2b,c) . That this specificity was a consequence of training was a r t I C l e S clear from the minimal effect of timing evident in responses driven by a novel sequence ( Fig. 2c,d and Supplementary Fig. 3) .
One notable aspect of this plasticity is the small amount of sensory experience necessary to potentiate the cortical response. The largest increase in sequence magnitude occurs after the first training day ( Fig. 1f) , at which point each mouse had seen the sequence only 200 times (corresponding to 2 min of active visual stimulation). This rapid change is similar to a form of cortical plasticity called SRP (stimulus-selective response potentiation), which is characterized by a daily increase in VEP magnitude following repeated exposure to a a b (c) Sequence-evoked local field potentials recorded on the fifth day showed that ABCD drives larger responses (blue) than DCBA (red) in the experimental mice, whereas there were no differential responses in control mice. Voltage traces represent the average response of all mice in each group and triangles mark the onset of each sequence element. (d) ABCD 300 drove relatively small responses in both groups. (e) Training regime had a significant effect on sequence response magnitude (quantified as the average peak-to-peak response to each of the four elements; Supplementary Fig. 1 ) potentiation (two-way RM-ANOVA, F 1,8 = 22.560, P = 0.001). There was a significant interaction (two-way RM-ANOVA, F 1,8 = 6.638, P = 0.008) between sequence and experimental group on day 5 and post hoc analysis revealed that the response to ABCD was significantly larger (indicated by asterisk) than either DCBA (t 5 = 5.738, P = 0.002) or ABCD 300 (t 5 = 4.923, P = 0.005). Sequence effects were not significant in the control group (P > 0.5 for all post hoc comparisons). Error bars show s.e.m. (f) Potentiation time course. (g) Sequence effects were evident in spiking neural activity. In this representative example, ABCD drove higher peak firing rates than DCBA (multi-unit spike rasters above peristimulus time histograms, dashed lines indicate element onset times). Sequence learning is temporally specific. (a) Mice (n = 13) were trained using ABCD presented with a short-long-short-long temporal profile. On the fifth day, the mice were tested with ABCD and DCBA presented with both familiar (black) and novel (long-short-long-short, gray) timing.
(b) The largest responses occurred when the trained sequence was presented with the trained timing (top). Timing made little apparent difference when a novel sequence was shown (bottom). (c) There was a significant interaction between sequence order and timing (two-way RM-ANOVA, F 1,12 = 22.925, P < 0.001). Post hoc analysis revealed the response to ABCD with trained timing was significantly larger than ABCD with novel timing (t 12 = 8.760, P < 0.001). There was also a small effect of timing in DCBA (t 12 npg a r t I C l e S period or recognition of the trained sequence on day 5 ( Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Likewise, local microinfusion of scopolamine into V1 of one hemisphere blocked potentiation in that hemisphere even as the vehicle-treated hemispheres of the same mice potentiated normally ( Fig. 3f and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). These results demonstrate the involvement of the cortical cholinergic system in the mechanisms underlying sequence learning. It is clear from these data that the mice learned neural representations of the familiar visual sequence, but it is not clear whether this representation was sufficient to reproduce the sequence absent external stimulation. To test this possibility, we trained a cohort of mice with the sequence ABCD and tested with two sequences where the second element was omitted and replaced by a gray screen (Fig. 4a) . In the first test sequence (A_CD) the omitted element was preceded by A, established during training to predict element B, whereas the second test sequence (E_CD) was initiated by a novel element E that had not been established to predict anything. The cortical response to a gray screen preceded by E was small and consisted solely of a late positive-going bump (Fig. 4b) . In contrast, the response following A shared a similar morphology and timing with the response actually evoked by the element B: the average latency to peak negativity during the second element was almost identical when the response was driven by element B (60.8 ± 2.6 ms) or anticipatory based on the presence of element A (60.3 ± 3.5 ms). There was no statistical difference in the average sequence magnitude between ABCD and A_CD (t 6 = 0.964, P = 0.354), but both were larger than E_CD (Fig. 4c) . sinusoidal grating 8 . This increase is stimulus specific and involves local plasticity in V1 (refs. 8,9) . Consistent with forms of learning that occur early in the visual processing hierarchy 10 , SRP does not transfer between the eyes. To determine whether sequence learning shares this property, we trained mice with sequence presentation restricted to one eye and tested them with monocular presentation to both eyes (Fig. 3a) . Although there was a clear effect of sequence on cortical responses driven by the trained eye, learning did not transfer to the untrained eye (Fig. 3b,c) . These findings indicate that the modifications elicited by training occur at a site where information from the two eyes can be separated.
SRP is mechanistically similar to classical long-term synaptic potentiation, including the requirement for NMDA receptor activation 8 . To test whether sequence learning shares similar mechanisms and might represent a higher order expression of SRP, we systemically treated mice with either the NMDA receptor antagonist 3-(2-carboxypiperazin-4yl)propyl-1-phosphonic acid (CPP, 10 mg per kg of body weight, intraperitoneal) or saline before sequence presentation on each training day. Notably, expression of sequence learning was comparable between CPP-treated and control mice (Fig. 3d) . To confirm the effectiveness of the CPP in blocking NMDA receptors under our experimental conditions, we subsequently reassigned the same mice after a 3-d washout period into new CPP and vehicle control groups and exposed them to the SRP induction protocol. We found that the same CPP prevented induction of SRP ( Fig. 3d and  Supplementary Fig. 4) . Thus, sequence learning is a phenomenon distinct from SRP and does not require NMDA receptor activation.
Several forms of experience-dependent plasticity in V1 have been shown to require the cholinergic input arising from the basal forebrain 11, 12 . To test whether sequence potentiation requires acetylcholine, we systemically treated mice with either the muscarinic receptor antagonist scopolamine or vehicle. Mice in the scopolamine-treated cohort showed no evidence of sequence potentiation over the training Restricting statistical analysis to the second element revealed that the anticipatory response following the predictive element A, while smaller than the response to the actual element B, was larger than the response following the nonpredictive element E. The data therefore suggest that a memory of stimulus element B is recalled in V1 when it is cued by stimulus element A.
To investigate how sequence evoked activity varies as a function of cortical depth, we implanted mice with linear arrays of 16 recording electrodes spanning the cortical layers from the surface to the white matter and trained them as before on the sequence ABCD (Online Methods). Sequence-driven VEPs spanned the cortical depth with positivegoing responses in the superficial layers and relatively large negativegoing responses in the middle and deeper layers. Both the familiar and novel sequences evoked clear responses, although those driven by the trained sequence were larger in all layers (Fig. 4d) . Current source density (CSD) analysis, which estimates current source and sink locations and magnitudes by calculating the second spatial derivative of recorded voltages 13 , was performed to determine the laminar distribution and temporal order of the transmembrane currents that produced the recorded field potentials. The earliest current sinks driven by the first sequence element occurred in thalamorecipient layers 4 and 6 approximately 50 ms after stimulus onset (Fig. 4e) . These sinks then spread to layers 2/3 and were followed by deep layer sources. This characteristic activation pattern, with an additional initial superficial current sink, was repeated for subsequent sequence elements and was approximately the same, albeit with different magnitudes, for both ABCD and DCBA. CSD analysis also revealed the cued activation described above, with a clear differentiation between the omitted element response following the predictive element A and nonpredictive element E. Activation characteristic of the B response was also observed when A was held onscreen for twice the trained duration. The observation that anticipatory current sinks can be resolved at short latencies in the thalamorecipient layers suggests the possibility of anticipatory activation of thalamic relay neurons via corticothalamic feedback.
DISCUSSION
Spatiotemporal sequence learning has been reported in monkey area IT 14, 15 and V4 (ref. 16 ), but never before in primary visual cortex. Several lines of evidence suggest that, in addition to being expressed in mouse V1, the underlying plasticity also occurs locally in V1. First, response potentiation driven by monocular experience did not transfer to the untrained eye (Fig. 3) . This property requires that The DCBA sink-source pattern was similar to ABCD, but with smaller magnitudes. Activation patterns during omitted elements (marked gray triangles) closely matched those produced by real stimuli when the sequence was initiated with A, but not E. When each sequence element was held onscreen for twice the trained duration, activation patterns resembling those that would have occurred had element B been shown appeared at the expected time (highlighted with dashed gray box). npg a r t I C l e S plasticity occurs in a region where information from the two eyes is separable, consistent with a V1 locus. Second, spatiotemporal sequence potentiation ( Fig. 1 ) and the cued anticipatory recall of an omitted stimulus ( Fig. 4) were observed in short latency current sinks and spiking activity in thalamorecipient layer 4. The anticipatory activity is superficially similar to the 'omitted stimulus response' seen in the retina with periodic photic stimulation 17 ; however, the orientation specificity suggests that the mechanism of sequence prediction requires participation of the central visual system and cannot be explained simply by entrainment of neural oscillators to the rhythm of preceding stimuli. Third, local microinfusion of the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor antagonist scopolamine directly into V1 blocked potentiation only in the infused hemisphere ( Fig. 3  and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Although we cannot rule out the possibility that locally infused scopolamine spreads ipsilaterally outside of V1, we note that a previous study showed that infusion of an order of magnitude more scopolamine could be confined to the small volume of the rat amygdala 18 . A potential complication is that systemic and local scopolamine might reduce the amplitude of V1 VEPs. However, analysis revealed that small baseline VEPs did not preclude sequence potentiation in untreated mice ( Supplementary  Fig. 6 ). On the basis of these considerations, we propose that the mechanisms for both induction and expression of spatiotemporal sequence learning reside in V1.
Our findings are consistent with the hierarchical predictive coding hypothesis derived from studies in humans, which posits that the architecture of the cortex implements a prediction algorithm that anticipates incoming sensory stimuli [19] [20] [21] [22] , although they diverge from predictive coding models that assume NMDA receptor-mediated plasticity and predict that novel stimuli will drive larger responses than anticipated familiar stimuli 23 . Our discovery of a neurophysiological report of stimulus sequence prediction in an animal preparation that is amenable to invasive mechanistic studies makes possible the future refinement of such models to bring them into closer correspondence with the underlying biology.
Our data contribute to a growing body of knowledge that V1 is far more than a static feature detector. Previous work has shown that V1 responses in animals 8, 12, [24] [25] [26] and humans 10, 27, 28 can be rapidly, robustly and persistently modified by changes in the quality, trajectory and behavioral relevance of sensory stimulation. Collectively, these findings challenge the validity of visual processing models that assume V1 functions as a passive filter that conveys information to higher cortical areas where learning occurs 29 . The discovery of spatiotemporal sequence coding in V1 substantially expands the repertoire of plasticity expressed by primary sensory cortex and provides insight into how the brain learns to make intelligent guesses on the basis of past experience when confronted with limited sensory information. Hebbian plasticity in cortex, manifest as NMDA receptor-dependent long-term synaptic potentiation, readily accounts for SRP 9, 30 . However, simple Hebbian principles do not predict the precise temporal dependence of the sequence representations that we observed 31 , and the underlying mechanism is constrained by the observation that sequence learning occurs without a requirement for NMDA receptor activation. The cholinergic system's modulatory role in plasticity and attention is well documented 32 , and the activity of cholinergic neurons in the basal forebrain projecting to V1 has been shown to enhance temporal 33 and spatial 34 discrimination in rodents, although it is surprising that it has such a specific role facilitating sequence response potentiation.
Cajal wrote in 1899 "that while there are very remarkable differences of organization of certain cortical areas, these points of difference do not go so far as to make impossible the reduction of the cortical structure to a general plan" 35 . Although the details of this structural plan continue to be debated 36 , the idea that functionally disparate neocortical microcircuits use the same algorithmic 'primitives' remains attractive 20, 37 . In this framework visual cortex is 'visual' not because it is specially suited to deconstruct the visual scene, but because it receives input from the eyes. It follows that many of the elementary operations underlying cognitive function in higher cortical regions may also exist in low-level sensory areas. Our results suggest that mouse V1 can be used to probe the mechanistic development of both learned sequence representations and temporal processing, which, we note, are impaired in several psychiatric and neurological disorders with genetic etiologies that can be modeled in mice [38] [39] [40] [41] .
METhODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the online version of the paper.
